WEBSITE
ACCESSIBILITY 101
WEBSITES ARE REQUIRED BY LAW TO
HAVE ACCESSIBILITY ADHERENCE

"97% of people
learn more about a
local company
online than
anywhere else."
- seotribunal.com

is your website
accessible for all
users that visit
your site today?

According to the CDC, one in four Americans has
a disability.
Website Accessibility means that anyone who
visits your website can interact with it to its
fullest extent – regardless of their disability or
level of impairment.
On top of that, there are individuals and
corporations who actively seek out websites
that are not accessible, and their aim is to bring
a lawsuit against the business for its
inaccessibility. Entities may be fined up to
$75,000 for an initial ADA violation and
$150,000 for subsequent violations.

According to the CDC, one in four
Americans has a disability.
Website Accessibility means that
anyone who visits your website can
interact with it to its fullest extent –
regardless of their disability or level
of impairment.
With additional accessibility laws,
lawsuits, and an ever-changing
landscape, we advise all clients to
have an Accessibility Widget on their
website. An Accessibility Statement
is a nice touch as well.
An Accessibility Widget (see example
of this on my website – ctkaupp.com
– click the wheelchair icon) allows
you to add specific accessibility
functionality to your current website.
For example, the ability to increase
font size on a page, adding color
contrast, reading text out loud on a
page etc just to name a few.
An Accessibility Statement shows
good-will towards your visitors that
you are doing your best to adhere to
accessibility protocols.

WHAT CAN YOU DO TO
GET PROTECTED?
Most small businesses do not have
the budget to hire an accessibility
attorney and an accessibility
consultancy to make the
necessary changes/revamp their
current website. I have seen fees
range from $15-30k or more to
adhere to the regulations and laws
and stay up to date.
If you do not have that kind of budget,
I recommend a service called
AccessiBe ( ACCESSIBE.COM ) to make
your website accessibility compliant.
It's what I use on my website.
AccessiBe offers an automated
website accessibility service to
ensure compliance at all times. They
also provide an Accessibility
Statement for your website.
As of this writing, they charge a
monthly fee of $50 or a yearly fee of
$490 (both come with a 7-day free
trial).

PLEASE NOTE
CT Kaupp, LLC are not attorneys, we do not provide Website Accessibility Audits,
Optimization, or Implementation as a service, and do not provide legal advice of any
kind. We are not responsible for your business complying with any applicable laws.
ALL content found in this PDF is for informational purposes only.

DO YOU HAVE THE TIME AND
EXPERTISE TO DO THIS RIGHT?
I'm passionate about helping
service-based businesses and
have numerous free resources on
my website.

FREE RESOURCES
ctkaupp.com/Resources

If you are looking for more tailored
recommendations for your business,
I'm currently offering a free 45minute marketing brainstorm
session (typically charge $250).

FREE 45MIN MARKETING BRAINSTORM
ctkaupp.com/Free45

CTKAUPP.COM
CONTACT@CTKAUPP.COM
WHO AM I?
Hey there! I'm CT Kaupp. I'm the
owner of CT Kaupp, LLC and have
been in the online web/marketing
space for over a decade. I know what
works, what doesn't and how to get
the job done RIGHT the first time.

I grew the web portfolio at my late
father's marketing firm (from 5 to
60 websites) before starting my
business. He taught me the
importance of relationships,
personally and professionally, and
it's at the heart of everything I do.

